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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the energy efficiency (EE) in full-duplex (FD) multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) cloud radio access networks (CRANs). A cloud control unit (CU) transfers information signals
with multiple downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) users through FD radio units (RUs) by limited capacity
FH links. In DL transmission, the signals intended to the DL users are centrally processed at the
CU and, then, compressed to transfer to the RUs before they are forwarded to the DL users. On
the other hand, the signals from the UL users to the RUs are compressed and forwarded to the
CU for signal detection processing. Thus, the precoding designs and compression strategies for
the UL and DL transmission are critical for the system performance. The conventional methods
commonly focus on maximizing the spectral efficiency (SE) in the networks. Although the SE max-
imization based methods can offer the superior SE performance, they can result in the inefficient
usage of the energy in the networks. Thus, this paper focuses on the joint design of the precoders
and quantization covariance matrices to maximize the EE. The EE maximization problem is formu-
lated as an optimization problem of the precoders and quantization covariancematrices subject to
the transmit power constraints at each RU, each user and the limited capacity of FH links. To deal
with the non-convexity of the formulated design problem, we exploit a successive convex approx-
imation (SCA) method to derive the concave lower bound function of the sum rate and a convex
upper bound of capacity functions of FH links. Then, the Dinkelbach approach is exploited to de-
rive an efficient iterative algorithm (IA) guaranteeing convergence. Numerical results are given to
demonstrate the EE performance of the proposed algorithm.
Key words: Full-duplex, CRAN, precoding design, energy efficiency

INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, the explosive surge in the amount
of mobile data has resulted in the challenging require-
ments of advanced wireless communication possess-
ing techniques to obtain not only higher achievable
data rates but also lower power consumption1. Cloud
radio access networks (CRANs) are a modern archi-
tecture for the next generation of mobile wireless sys-
tems. CRANs rely on the leverage of a baseband
processing with central unit (CU) that leads to not
only the effective joint transmission but also the re-
placement high-cost high-power base stations with
the low-cost low-power radio units (RUs). As such,
CRAN approaches can both enhance spectrum effi-
ciency and reduce power consumption. CRANs have
thus attracted significant investigations, see, e.g., 2

and references therein.
On the other hand, multi-antenna techniques have
also been recognized as the efficient transmission
methods because they provide more degrees of free-
dom enable to steer signal’s directions to the de-
sired users which are called beamforming or pre-
coding techniques. Hence, they are able to simul-

taneously transfer more than one data streams over
a specific resource, that can thus potentially achieve
greater data rates. On this view, CRAN systems with
multiple antennas have studied extensively as a po-
tential approach to improve spectral efficiency (SE).
There are studies on various implementation scenar-
ios for CRAN systems including either only multi-
antenna at RUs and single-antenna user equipments
(UEs) namely as multiple-input single-output CRAN
(MISO CRAN)3–7, or multi-antenna at both RUs
and UEs, referred as multiple-input multiple-output
CRAN (MIMO CRAN) 8–10. Reference3 addressed
the problemof concurrently optimizing both sum rate
(SR) and total transmit power (TP) by using a multi-
objective framework. They investigated on the algo-
rithm for jointly beamforming, turning RUs on/off,
and associating UEs to RU groups. Moreover, the au-
thors in4 first integrated nonorthogonal multiple ac-
cess techniques into downlink MISO CRAN systems
and, then tackled the problemof the beamforming de-
sign to maximize minimum data rate under TP and
limited fronthaul (FH) rate constraints. Addition-
ally, the work in5 proposed a wireless powered MISO
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CRAN in which UEs support information decoding
and energy harvesting in downlink (DL) periods and,
then, they transmit their own signals by using har-
vested energy in uplink (UL) phases. The minimum
UL rate maximization problem then was addressed
under minimumDL rate, TP, and FH rate constraints.
Alternatively, to further improve the SE, the hybrid
digital-analog beamforming6 and rate-splitting mul-
tiple access scheme7 were considered in DL MISO
CRAN systems. In addition, by considering a MIMO
CRAN system, Park et. al. proposed SR maximiza-
tion algorithms by jointly designing precoding and
FH compressing for either DL or UL CRAN systems
in8 and9, respectively. Then, reference10 investigated
on a multi-cluster DLMIMO CRAN system in which
the effective design is then studied by taking inter-
cluster interference into account.
Along with these two emerging approaches, i.e.,
CRANs and multi-antenna, full-duplex (FD) trans-
mission is also a powerful technique to achieve the
SE improvement. Thanks to the fact that the self-
interference (SI) caused by FD transmission mode
can be significantly suppressed, FD communication
can efficiently support both transmission and recep-
tion in the same frequency and time resources. Thus,
FD schemes can potentially double channel capacity
compared to traditional half-duplex (HD) counter-
parts 11–15. Recently, the combination of FD trans-
mission into CRAN systems has drawn considerable
attention and conducted in the works16–21. Refer-
ence16 studied the system capacity in a basic FD
CRANs and demonstrated that the system SE of FD
mode is superior to that of both HD mode and sin-
gle cellular design approach. The authors in 17 first
developed wireless power transfer techniques for FD
MISO CRAN systems and, then, proposed an opti-
mal approach for minimizing TP with the constraints
of both UL, DL rate qualities and minimum amount
of harvested energy. In18, the authors aimed at opti-
mizing the SR of FDMIMOCRAN systems under the
constraints of TP and maximum supported rates over
FH links. Alternatively, the work in 19 exploited the
relationship between the weighted minimum mean
squared error (MMSE) problem and weighted SR
problem in order to develop a low computational
complexity iterative algorithm (IA) for maximizing
the system SE. The computing time is then reduced
as compared to the method in18. Additionally, the
joint design of transmit beamformers, power alloca-
tion, FH compression ratio and RU selection was in-
vestigated to either minimize TP under quality-of-
service (QoS) constraints in 20 ormaximize theDL ca-
pacity under UL QoS constraints in 21.

However, the transmit strategies which are designed
merely on the system data rate as mentioned above
can result in the negative impacts on the system en-
ergy efficiency (EE) 22–24. Hence, the transmission
approaches with EE have been taken into consider-
ation recently for CRAN systems25–32. Reference25

studied the joint design of beamforming and RU se-
lection tominimize TP under the constraints on qual-
ity of each user’s links. The authors in 26 considered
the power minimization problem along with mini-
mum data rate requirements. They developed the op-
timal solution for both data sharing and data com-
pressing MISO CRANs. Furthermore, the work in 27

investigated the EE problem in DL MIMO CRANs
by jointly designing precoding matrices and turning
on/off RUs. The results shown that the system EE is
significantly enhanced as compared to some bench-
mark schemes. In addition, concerning a DL content-
centric MIMO CRANs,28 addressed both SE and EE
problems by successive convex quadratic program-
ming for jointly designing user association, RU ac-
tivation, data rate allocation, and precoding matri-
ces. In29, the EE of DL MISO CRAN systems was
maximized by optimizing both beamformers andRU-
UE grouping. Similarly, the EE of downlink MISO
CRANswasmaximized by jointly designing the trans-
mit beamforming, RU selection, and RU-UE associa-
tion with difference of convex (D.C.) programming
in30 and sequence of second order cone program-
ming in31. More recently, the EE optimization prob-
lem (OP) for FD MISO CRAN based data sharing
system was tackled in 32, however, the FH rate con-
straints was ignored.
Motivated from above discussions, this paper is con-
cerned with a FD MIMO CRAN system in which
multiple-antennaDL andULusers communicatewith
a cloud CU through FD multiple-antenna RUs. We
aim at designing the optimal precoder and the quan-
tization covariance matrices to maximize the system
EE under TP and FH link rate constraints. The de-
sign problem is mathematically expressed as a con-
strained OP which is highly non-convex in design
variables. The challenges in solving the OP are due
to not only a fraction form and non-concavity of the
objective function but also non-convexity in FH rate
constraints. Thus, the D.C. programming is used to
obtain bounds of the achievable SR andFH rate. Then,
the Dinkelbach method is applied to develop an ef-
ficient IA with a convex OP solved in each iteration.
The numerical simulations are conducted to verify the
convergence of our IA and to examine the EE perfor-
mance of the proposed EE optimization.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II describes the system model of FD MIMO
CRANs and, then, formulates the design of precoding
and quantization noise covariance matrices as an OP.
Then, an IA to seek the optimal matrices is presented
in Sec. III. Numerical simulation results are given in
Sec. IV. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sec.
V.
Notations: Boldface upper (lower) case letters denote
matrices (vectors), An identity matrix with appropri-
ate dimension is presented by I.XT, XH, ⟨X⟩ and |X|
are the transpose, Hermitian transpose, trace and
determinant of matrix X. X ± 0 denotes a positive
semidefinite matrix. A complex Gaussian random
vector xwithmean−

x and covarianceRx is represented
by x ∼ CN (

−
x; Rx).

SYSTEMMODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
Consider a FD MIMO CRAN model similar to that
in18,19 in which KR FD RUs are connected to a CU
via the FH links, as shown in Figure 1. All the RUs
simultaneously serve a set of KUL UL and KDL DL
users via radio access links. Denote RUk , DLUk and
ULUk as the kth FD RU, kth DLU and kth ULU, re-
spectively. We also denote SUL, SDL and SRU as the
set of all ULUs, DLUs, and RUs, respectively. RUk has
Mk transmit antennas (TAs) and Nk receive antennas
(RAs). Thus,MDL =∑KR

k=1Mk andNDL =∑KR
k=1Mk are

total TAs and RAs at the RUs. Also, Tk and Rk are the
number of antennas at ULUk and DLUk . To reliably
detect the signals, it is assumed that the sum of data
streams of all UL users should be less than or equal to
the total number of the TAs at the UL users and the
sum of RAs of all RUs. Assume that the ideal channel
state information is available at the RUs and users33.
In the DL transmission, denote the data symbol sDL

k ∈
CdDL

k ×1 with sDL
k ∼ CN (0, I) as dDL

k of data streams
intended toDLUk , k ∈ SDL. TheCU generates a trans-
mitted baseband signals x̃DL

i ∈ CMi×1 for RUi as

x̃DL
i = ∑KDL

k=1FDL
ki sDL

k (1)

where FDL
ki ∈ CMi×dDL

k denotes the precoding matrix
of the k -th DLU in RUi. By defining all the signals
generated at the CU as x̃DL =

[
(x̃DL

1 )T , ..., (x̃DL
R )T ]∈

CMDL×1, we have

x̃DL = ∑KDL
k=1 FDL

k sDL
k , (2)

where FDL
ki

△
=

[
(FDL

k1 )H ,(FDL
k2 )H , ...,(FDL

kkR
)H

]H
∈

CMi×dDL
k From (1) and (2), we can ob-

tain x̃DL
i = γH

i x̃DL to RUi, where γi =

[
0T

∑i−1
k=1Mk×Mi

, IT
Mi×Mi

, 0T

∑KR
k=i+1 Mk ×M i

]T

.

Before transferring the signals to the corresponding
RU on the FH links, the baseband signal x̃DL

i is first
compressed by quantizing. Then, the received signal
at RUi is written as

xDL
i = x̃DL

i +qDL
i , i ∈ SRU , (3)

where qDL
i ∼ CN (0, ΞDL

i ) is the quantization noise
associated with the signals to RUi in the DL channel
and ΞDL

i ∈CMk×Mk is the covariance matrix of down-
link quantization noise. From (3), the DL FH rate at
RUi is imposed by the following constraint18,19

log
∣∣∣γH

i ∑KDL
k=1 FDL

k (FDL
k )Hγi +ΞDL

i

∣∣∣
− log

∣∣ΞDL
i

∣∣≤CDL
i , i ∈ SRU ,

(4)

where CDL
i is the maximum DL FH rate associated

with RUi. It is worth noting that RUi will transmit sig-
nal xDL

i in (3) to the DLUs. In light of (1), (2), (3), the
TP constraint at RUi is given by

⟨γH
i ∑KDL

k=1 FDL
k (FDL

k )Hγi +ΞDL
k ⟩ ≤ PDL

i , i ∈ SRU (5)

where PDL
i is the maximum allowable TP at RUi. De-

note by HDL
ki ∈ CRk×Mi the flat-fading channel ma-

trix from RUi to DLUk , by HDL
k =

[
HDL

k1 , ..., HDL
kKR

]
∈

CRk×Mi the channel matrix from all RUs to DLUk and
HDU

kl ∈CRk×Rl the CCI channel fromULUk to DLUk .
Before forwarding to theDLUs, the compressed signal
from the CU is decompressed by the RUs. Hence, the
received signal at DLUk is

yDL
k = ∑KR

i=1 HDL
ki xDL

i +∑KUL
l=1 HDU

kl xUL
l +nDL

k
= HDL

k xDL +∑KUL
l=1 HDU

kl xUL
l +nDL

k , k ∈ SDL,
(6)

where we have defined xDL =[(
xDL

1
)T

, ...,
(

xDL
KR

)T
]
∈ CMDL×1 and xUL

l ∈ CTl×1

is the transmit signal vector of ULUl . Moreover,
nDL

k ∼ CN (0, σ2
DLIRK ) is additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) at DLUk . From (6), the achievable
data rate RDL

k at DLUk , is

RDL
K = log

∣∣∣IRk +HDL
k FDL

k (HDL
k FDL

k )H△−1
k,DL

∣∣∣
= log

∣∣HDL
k FDL

k (HDL
k FDL

k )H△k,DL
∣∣− log

∣∣△k,DL
∣∣ , (7)

where△k,DL is the interference-plus noise covariance
matrix at DLUk and is defined as

△k,DL =

HDL
k

(
∑KDL

l=1,l ̸=k FDL
l (FDL

l )H + Ξ̃DL
)
(HDL

k )H

+∑KUL
l=1 HDU

kl FUL
l

(
HDU

kl FUL
l

)H
+σ2

DLIRk ,

(8)

where Ξ̃DL = diag
{

ΞDL
1 , ..., ΞDL

KR

}
.
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Figure 1: A systemmodel of the FD CRAN with multiple MIMO users.

Concerning the UL transmission, denote HUL
ik ∈

CNi×Tk as the channel matrix fromULUk to RUi, and
HUD

i j ∈CNi×M j represents the residual SI channelma-
trix from RU j to RUi. Then, in the UL channel, the
received signal yUL

i at RUi is

yUL
i = ∑KUL

k=1 HUL
ik FUL

k sUL
k

+∑KR
j=1 HUD

i j xDL
j +nUL

i , i ∈ SRU ,
(9)

where FUL
k ∈ CTk×dUL

k denotes the precoding ma-
trix for the data symbol sUL

k ∈ CdUL
k ×1 of ULUk with

sUL
k ∼ CN (0, IdUL

k
), dUL

k is the number of data
streams and the vector nUL

i ∼ CN (0,σ2
ULINi) is

AWGNatRUi. The transmission ofULUk is subjected
to the TP constraint PUL

k as

⟨FUL
k (FUL

k )H⟩ ≤ PUL
k , k ∈ SUL. (10)

After receiving the signal from (9), RUi then com-
presses it and sends to the CU.Thus, the received sig-
nal at the CU is given by

ỹUL
i = yUL

i +qUL
i , i ∈ SRU , (11)

where qUL
i ∼ CN (0, ΞUL

i ) is the quantization noise
at the RUi and ΞUL

i ∈ CNk×Nk represents the covari-
ance matrix of uplink quantization noise. From (11),
the CU can retrieve the signal from RUi if the UL FH
rate is subjected to18,19

log
∣∣ϕUL

i +ΞUL
i

∣∣− log
∣∣ΞUL

i

∣∣≤CUL
i , i ∈ SRU , (12)

whereCUL
i represents theUL FH rate constraint at the

RUi, and

ϕUL
i = ∑KUL

k=1 HUL
ik FUL

k (HUL
ik FUL

k )H +σ2
ULINi

+H̃UD
i

(
∑KDL

k=1 FDL
k (FDL

k )H + Ξ̃DL
)(

H̃UD
i

)H (13)

is the covariance matrix of the received signal yUL
i .

Here, we have defined H̃UD
i =

[
HUD

i1 , ..., HUD
iKR

]
. At

the CU, the signals fromRUs are first stacked as ỹUL =[
(ỹUL

1 )T , ..., (ỹUL
KR

)T
]T

, and then the CU applies the
linear MMSE decoding34. Therefore, the achievable
rate forULUk is

RUL
K = log

∣∣∣INUL +HDL
k FDL

k (HDL
k FDL

k )H△−1
k,DL

∣∣∣
= log

∣∣HDL
k FDL

k (HDL
k FDL

k )H +△k,DL
∣∣− log

∣∣△k,DL
∣∣ , (14)
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where

△k,UL = ∑KUL
l=1,l ̸=k HUL

l FUL
l (HUL

l FUL
l )H+

HUD
(

∑KDL
l=1,l ̸=k FDL

l (FDL
l )H + Ξ̃DL

)
(HUD)H

+Ξ̃UL +σ2
ULINUL

(15)

is the interference-plus-noise covariance
matrix, and Ξ̃DL = diag{Ξ̃UL

1 , ..., Ξ̃UL
KR

}.
Here, HUL

k =
[
(HUL

1k )T , ..., (HUL
KRk)

T
]

and

HUD =
[
HUD

1 , ..., HUD
KR

]
, where HUD

j =[
(HUD

1 j )T , ..., (HUD
KRk)

T
]
. Different from the

previous work19 which maximizes the SE, this
paper focuses on the system EE. The system EE is
defined as the ratio of the total SR to the total power
consumption and computed by

EE =
∑KDL

k=1 RDL +∑KUL
k=1 RUL

k
P

(16)

where P = ∑KR
i=1⟨γ

H
i ∑KDL

i=1 FDL
k (FDL

k )Hγi +

ΞDL
i ⟩+∑KUL

k=1⟨F
UL
k (FUL

k )Hγi +

ΞDL
i ⟩+(KDL +KUL)PUE + KRPRU is total sys-

tem power consumed by all the RUs and UEs 35.
Here, PUE and PRU are the circuit power consumed
by a user device and RU, respectively. We assume
that circuit power consumed by UEs is same, i.e.
PUEi = PUE , and also for the RUs. Our paper jointly
optimizes the precoding and quantization noise
covariance matrices to maximize the EE of the
FD CRAN system subject to TP constraints in (5)
and (10), and FH rate constraints in (4) and (12).
Therefore, the design problem is mathematically
formulated as

max{F,Ξ} =
∑KDL

k=1 RDL
k +∑KUL

k=1 RUL
k

P
(17a)

s.t. (4),(5),(10),(12) (17b)

ΞX
i ±0, i ∈ SRU , X ∈ {UL,DL} . (17c)

The sets of optimization variables are
F□ △

=
{

FX
k : ∀k ∈ SX ,X ∈ {UL,DL}

}
and

Ξ △
=

{
ΞX

k : ∀i ∈ SRU ,X ∈ {UL,DL}
}
. It can be

shown that problem (17) is not a convex problem due
to the non-convex fractional form of the objective
function and non-convex constraints in (4), (12).
Therefore, it is mathematically difficult to solve prob-
lem (17) directly. In next section, we will develop
an IA based on sequential convex approximation
and Dinkelbach approaches to make problem (17)
amenable.

METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will recast problem (17) as a con-
vex programming so that it can be efficiently solved
by convex solvers. Firstly, to facilitate the nonlinear-
ity of the OP, we define QX

k = FX
k (FX

k )H , k ∈ SX ,x ∈
{UL,DL}. The FH rate constraints in (4) and (12) can
be respectively expressed as

log
∣∣∣γH

i ∑KDL
k=1 QDL

k γi +ΞDL
i

∣∣∣
− log

∣∣ΞDL
i

∣∣≤CDL
i , i ∈ SRU ,

(18)

and

log
∣∣ϕUL

i +ΞUL
i

∣∣− log
∣∣ΞUL

i

∣∣≤CUL
i , i ∈ SRU , (19)

where

ϕUL
i = ∑KUL

k=1 HUL
ik QUL

k (HUL
ik )H +σ2

ULINi

+H̃UD
i

(
∑KDL

k=1 QDL
k + Ξ̃DL

)(
H̃UD

i

)H
.

(20)

Then the achievable downlink rate in (7) can also be
written as

RDL
K = log

∣∣∣HDL
k QDL

k
(
HDL

k
)H

+△k,DL

∣∣∣
− log

∣∣△k,DL
∣∣ , (21)

where

△k,DL =

HDL
k

(
∑KDL

l=1,l ̸=k QDL
l + Ξ̃DL

)
(HDL

k )H

+∑KUL
l=1 HDU

kl QUL
l

(
HDU

kl
)H

+σ2
DLIRk ,

(22)

Similarly, the achievable uplink rate in (14) can be
written as

RUL
K = log

∣∣HUL
k QUL

k (HUL
k )H△k,UL

∣∣
− log

∣∣△k,UL
∣∣ , (23)

where

△k,UL = ∑KUL
l=1,l ̸=k HUL

l QUL
l (HUL

l )H+

HUD
(

∑KDL
l=1 QDL

l + Ξ̃DL
)
(HUD)H

+Ξ̃UL +σ2
ULINUL

(24)

On the other hand, the TP of RUs (5) and uplink users
(10) also can be rewritten respectively as

⟨γH
i ∑KDL

k=1 QDL
k γi +ΞDL

k ⟩ ≤ PDL
i , i ∈ SRU , (25)

⟨QUL
k ⟩ ≤ PUL

k , k ∈ SUL. (26)

Then, the design of EE maximization is equivalently
formulated as

max{Q,Ξ} =
∑KDL

k=1 RDL
k +∑KUL

k=1 RUL
k

P
(27a)

s.t. (18),(19),(25),(26) (27b)
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ΞX
i ±0, i ∈ SRU , X ∈ {UL,DL} . (27c)

QX
i ±0, i ∈ SRU , X ∈ {UL,DL} . (27d)

here Q
△
=

{
QX

k : ∀k ∈ SX ,X ∈ {UL,DL}
}
is the opti-

mization variables.
Next, we approximate the objective function (27a)
and constraints (18), (19) using the D.C. approxima-
tion and then use the Dinkelbach method. The D.C.
procedure in15,24,36 is used to deal with the noncon-
vexity of the achievable rate function. Due to the
fact that ∇x log |I+X| = (I+X)−1, by applying the
first-order Taylor approximation atX0, we have an in-
equality log |I+X| ≤ log |I+X0|+ ⟨(I+X0)

−1 (X−
X0)⟩. Therefore, given feasible pointsQ(n) at iteration
n, the rate functions R̃DL

k and R̃UL
k are respectively de-

fined by

R̃DL
k = log

∣∣HDL
k QDL

k (HDL
k )H +△DL

k

∣∣
−(log

∣∣∣△DL(n)
k

∣∣∣+ ⟨
(
△DL(n)

k

)−1(
△DL

k −△DL(n)
k

)
⟩)

R̃UL
k = log

∣∣HUL
k QUL

k (HUL
k )H +△UL

k

∣∣
−(log

∣∣∣△UL(n)
k

∣∣∣+ ⟨
(
△UL(n)

k

)−1(
△UL

k −△UL(n)
k

)
⟩)

Similarly, constraints (18), (19) are upper bounded by
convex functions respectively defined as

log
∣∣∣Γ(n)

i +ΞDL(n)
i

∣∣∣+
⟨
(

Γ(n)
i +ΞDL(n)

i

)−1(
Γi −Γ(n)

i

)
⟩+

+⟨
(

Γ(n)
i +ΞDL(n)

i

)−1(
ΞDL

i −ΞDL(n)
i

)
⟩

− log
∣∣ΞDL

i
∣∣≤CDL

i , i ∈ SRU ,

(30)

and

log
∣∣∣ϕUL

i +ΞUL(n)
i

∣∣∣+
⟨
(

ϕUL
i +ΞUL(n)

i

)−1(
ϕUL

i −ϕUL(n)
i

)
⟩+

⟨
(

ϕUL
i +ΞUL(n)

i

)−1(
ΞUL

i −ΞUL(n)
i

)
⟩

− log
∣∣ΞDL

i
∣∣≤CDL

i , i ∈ SRU ,

(31)

where

Γi = γH
i ∑KDL

k=1 QDL
k γi (32)

Then, problem (27) can be cast as

max{Q,Ξ} =
∑KDL

k=1 R̃
DL
k +∑KUL

k=1 R̃UL
k

P
(33a)

s.t. (25),(26),(27c),(27d),(30),(31) (33b)

It is obvious that the denominator in (33a) is linear
while the numerator is concave in matrix variables
Q. Thus, problem (33) is known as a concave-convex
fractional programming and, then, the Dinkelbach
approach24,37,38 can be efficiently used to find opti-
mal solutions. Accordingly, a parameter λ and a para-
metric functionU = ∑KDL

k=1 R̃DL
k +∑KUL

k=1 R̃UL
k −λP are

introduced. Problem (33) can be rewritten as

max{Q,Ξ} U (34a)

s.t. (25),(26),(27c),(27d),(30),(31) (34b)

Note that OP (34) is convex for fixed λ , and convex
solvers, e.g., CVX 39 can be efficiently used to find the
optimal solutions to OP (34). The detailed algorithm
to find the covariance matrices to maximize the FD
CRAN EE is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Iterative algorithm for EE maximiza-
tion
Initialize: Let n=0 and choose a feasible point
Q(0), Q̃(0) and the quantization noise covariance ma-
trices Ξ(0), Ξ̃(0).
repeat
repeat
Compute λ (n) by plugging Q(n) and Ξ(n) to
∑KDL

k=1 R̃DL
k +∑KUL

k=1 R̃UL
k

P
Given λ (n), Q(n) and Ξ(n), solve (34) using CVX to
obtain Q∗ and λ ∗

Update Q(n) = Q∗ and Ξ(n) = Ξ∗

until convergence
Update n=n+1 update Q̃(n) = Q(n) and Ξ̃(n) = Ξ(n)

until convergence
Output: Qopt , Ξopt

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
In this section, we simulate a FD CRAN system with
the following parameters: KR = 4, Mk = Nk = 2, ∀k ∈
SRU , KDL = KUL = 4 and Tk = Rk = 2, ∀k. More-
over, we assume that the same TP constraints, i.e.,
PDL

i = PDL, i ∈ SRU are imposed on RUs and UL
users, and PUL

i = PUL = 0.7×PDL with k ∈ SUL. The
noise powers in both UL and DL channels are set to
σ2

DL = σ2
UL = −107 dBm. Both UL and DL chan-

nels are assumed to have the same FH rate constraints
for all RUs, i.e., CX

i = CFH (107 bps), ∀i ∈ SRU , X ∈
{UL,DL}, the bandwidth of the wireless system is 10
MHz, and the circuit power consumed by a RU and
UE are PUE = 0.1 W, PRU = 10.65 W, respectively35.
The users are randomly distributed in a square area
of side length 100 m. The square is divided into four
equal small squares with a side length 50 m. RUs are
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at the center of these small squares. We adopt the SI
channel model in which the SI channel HUD

ii at RUi

is distributed as Rician with mean
√

σ2
SIκ(1−κ)−1

and variance σ2
SIκ(1+κ)−1 40, where κ and σ2

SI are
the Rician factor and the residual SI power, respec-
tively. In this simulation, we set κ = 10. The other
channel matrices follow complex Gaussian distribu-
tions with path loss at distance d (m) defined as PL =

22.9+37.5log10 d in dB 18,19. We conduct 100Monte
Carlo runs with random locations of users to compute
the average of the numerical results in simulations.
For comparison between the FDandHDCRANmod-
els, we consider the EE OPs of the HD CRAN as

max{Q,Ξ}
0.5

(_
R

DL
sum +

_
R

UL
sum

)
P

(35a)

s.t. (25),(26),(27c),(27d),(30),(31) (35b)

where
_
R

DL
sum and

_
R

UL
sum are the achievable DL and UL

rate in the HD scheme, respectively. The factor of 0:5
in (35a) is due to the fact that the DL and UL trans-
missions share half of the time and/or frequency re-
source. It also notes that all SI channels

{
HUD} and

CCI channels are set to 0 in HD mode.
Example 1: This example investigates the convergence
behaviours of Algorithm 1. Figure 2 depicts the con-
vergence rate of the EE functions under different val-
ues of σ2

SI . It is obvious that the EE functions are
not decreasing over iterations and converged within
about 40 iterations. The results from Figure 2 also
show that the achievable EE tends to increase when
the residual SI value decreases.
Example 2: The achievable EE and SR over different
TP budgets are evaluated. In this example, we set
CFH = 108 bps. The achievable EE and SR are il-
lustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. As
expected, the higher EE performance is achieved at
higher TP budgets. On the other hand, in these simu-
lation settings, the EE obtained in FD transmission is
higher than that in the HD counterpart. In addition,
when a certain level of TP is reached, the resulting
EE performance is saturated. Thus, these results can
give useful information to set the appropriate TP at
the transmitters. To provide more information about
the achievable SR of the EE optimization Algorithm
1, the achievable SRs are plotted in Figure 4. It can
be observed from Figure 4 that the achievable SRs in
the considered settings are superior to that of the HD
schemes. The smaller SI in FD transmission can lead
to its better SR improvement.

Example 3: The EE and SR over different FH capacity
limitations are investigated in this example. In this ex-
ample, the TP budgets of the RUs are set 25 dBm. The
average achievable EE is depicted in Figure 5while the
average achievable SR is shown in Figure 6. From the
two figures, we can see that both achievable EE and SR
are improved when the FH capacity increases. Noting
that when the FH capacity is low, it is a bottleneck to
restrict the system performance. In such cases, to re-
duce the FH traffic, the system will switch to a single
RU association19. Therefore, when the FH capacity
increases, the achievable EE and SR are increased. On
the other hand, the achievable EE and SR increase as
SI decreases.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a joint design of FH compression and
precoding has been studied for a FD MIMO CRAN.
We have addressed the EE maximization problem for
this considered system model by developing the IA
using successive convex approximation and Dinkel-
bach approaches to deal with the non-convex prob-
lem. Finally, by numerical simulation results, we
have shown that the considered FDCRAN system can
bring significant EE gains over the HD scheme when
SI is low. In addition, the results have unveiled the
interesting influence of FH rate levels on the system
EE performance. Particularly, the bottleneck situa-
tion caused by the limited FH capacity leads to the
degradation in the EE system performance.
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Figure 2: Convergence behaviors of our IA for different levels of residual SI.
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Figure 5: The average achievable EE versus different levels ofCFH .
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Figure 6: The average achievable SR versus different levels ofCFH .
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TÓM TẮT
Bài báo này nghiên cứu hiệu quả năng lượng của hệ thốngMIMO CRAN song công. Một trạm điều
khiển trung tâm (CU) truyền tín hiệu thông tin với các thiết bị người dùng đường lên và đường
xuống thông qua các trạm vô tuyến RU song công bằng các đường liên kết FH có dung lượng
giới hạn. Trong kênh truyền đường xuống, các tín hiệu mong muốn phát cho người dùng đường
xuống được xử lý tập trung ở trạm điều khiển trung tâm và sau đó được nén để truyền đến các
trạm vô tuyến RU trước khi chúng được chuyển tiếp đến người dùng đường xuống. Mặc khác, các
tín hiệu từ người dung đường lên đến các trạm vô tuyến được nén và chuyển đến trạm điều khiển
trung tâm cho việc xử lý giải mã tín hiệu. Do đó, việc thiết kế tiền mã hóa và chiến lược nén cho
truyền đường lên và đường xuống là quan trọng đối với hiệu năng hệ thống. Các phương pháp
phổ biến là tập trung tối đa hóa hiệu suất phổ trong mạng. Mặc dù các phương pháp dựa trên
cực đại hóa hiệu suất phổ có thể cung cấp hiệu suất phổ tốt, chúng có thể dẫn đến việc sử dụng
năng lượng không hiệu quả. Do đó, bài báo này tập trung thiết kế đồng thời bộ tiền mã hóa và
các ma trận hiệp phương sai lượng tử để tối đa hóa hiệu suất năng lượng. Vấn đề tối đa hóa hiệu
suất năng lượng được biểu diễn như một bài toán tối ưu của các ma trận tiền mã hóa và ma trân
hiệu phương sai lượng tử phụ thuộc vào điều kiện ràng buộc công suất phát ở mỗi trạm vô tuyến,
mỗi người dùng và dung lượng giới hạn của các liên kết FH. Để giải quyết vấn đề không lồi của bài
toán thiết kế, chúng tôi khai thác phương pháp xấp xỉ lồi tuần tự để rút ra hàm biên dưới lõm của
tổng tốc độ kênh và biên trên lồi của dung lượng đường liên kế FH. Sau đó, giải thuật Dinkelbach
được khai thác để phát triển giải thuật lặp hiệu quả đảm bảo tính hội tụ. Các kết quả mô phỏng
số được thực hiện để minh họa hiệu suất năng lượng EE của giải thuật.
Từ khoá: Song công, CRAN, thiết kế tiền mã hóa, hiệu suất năng lượng
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